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DUBAI, UNITED ARAB EMIRATES, August 23, 2023 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Wisdom IT Solutions

The CRM system, back office

management system, and

website developed by

Wisdom IT Solutions have

truly transformed the way

we manage our operations

and engage with our

members.”

Katy Holmes - GM BBG

revolutionizes business operations for the British Business

Group in Dubai and the Northern Emirates with cutting-

edge RM, a back office management system, and a

website. 

Wisdom IT Solutions, a leading provider of innovative

technology solutions, has announced the successful

development and launch of a comprehensive software

suite for British Business Group Dubai and Northern

Emirates (BBG). The suite includes a state-of-the-art

relationship management (RM) system, a powerful back

office management system, and a modern and user-

friendly website, all designed to optimise BBG's operations and enhance member engagement. 

The British Business Group Dubai and Northern Emirates (BBG) is a prestigious business

organisation that serves as a hub for British businesses in the UAE. With a rich history and a

strong reputation, BBG plays a crucial role in fostering business relationships, promoting trade,

and supporting the growth of its members. As BBG continues to expand its operations and serve

its members, it recognised the need for a technology solution that could streamline its

processes, enhance its operational efficiency, and deliver a seamless experience for its

members. 

Wisdom IT Solutions, with its proven track record of delivering successful technology solutions,

was chosen as the trusted partner to develop a customised software suite for BBG. The project

involved a thorough analysis of BBG's requirements and challenges, followed by a collaborative

and iterative development process that incorporated agile methodologies, regular updates,

feedback loops, and testing to ensure the software met BBG's expectations and requirements.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.wistech.biz
https://www.wistech.biz/web-development/


BBG And Wisdom Digital Transformation Team

The cornerstone of the software suite is

the RM system, which provides BBG with

a holistic view of its members, their

interactions, and their preferences. The

RM system enables BBG to efficiently

manage its member database,

automate membership-related

processes, and deliver personalised

services and communications. Members

can easily update their information,

access event details, and interact with

other members through the system,

enhancing engagement and

collaboration. The system also

automates membership renewal,

invoicing, and payment processes,

reducing manual efforts and ensuring

timely renewals, which are critical for

BBG's operations. 

In addition to the RM system, Wisdom IT Solutions developed a powerful back-office

management system that streamlines BBG's internal processes and enhances operational

efficiency. The system automates event management, allowing BBG to create, manage, and track

events seamlessly. 

A payment gateway is integrated to automate the payment collection process for both

membership subscriptions and event registration. And financial transactions are automated to

integrate with the XERO Accounting System, providing real-time insights into BBG's financial

performance and helping them make data-driven decisions. The system also includes powerful

analytics and reporting capabilities, allowing BBG to gain insights into its operations and

performance and make informed decisions.

To provide a seamless and user-friendly experience for BBG's members, Wisdom IT Solutions

also developed a modern and responsive website. The website serves as a hub for BBG's

members to access information, resources, and events. Members can easily browse through the

content, register for events, search for other members in the directory, and participate in

discussions through the forum. The website also includes a news section, showcasing BBG's

latest updates and initiatives, and a resources section, providing valuable information and tools

for members. The website is integrated with BBG's CRM system, allowing for seamless member

management and personalized content delivery.

"We are thrilled with the outcome of our partnership with Wisdom IT Solutions," said Katy

Holmes, the general manager of BBG. "The CRM system, back office management system, and

https://www.wistech.biz/web-design-company/ecommerce-website-design/


website developed by Wisdom IT Solutions have truly transformed the way we manage our

operations and engage with our members. The automation of membership processes, event

management, and financial reporting has significantly reduced our administrative overhead,

allowing us to focus on delivering value to our members. The website has also become a

valuable resource for our members, providing them with easy access to information, events, and

resources in a user-friendly interface. The team at Wisdom IT Solutions has been professional,

responsive, and committed to understanding our unique needs and delivering a solution that

aligns with our vision. We are confident that this software suite will greatly enhance our

operations and member engagement, and we look forward to continuing our partnership with

Wisdom IT Solutions for future technology initiatives." 

The successful development and launch of the CRM system, back office management system,

and website for BBG represents a significant milestone for Wisdom IT Solutions. With its deep

expertise in developing custom software solutions for businesses across various industries,

Wisdom IT Solutions has once again demonstrated its commitment to delivering cutting-edge

technology solutions that meet the unique needs of its clients. The company's agile development

approach, focus on user experience, and commitment to delivering high-quality solutions have

made it a trusted partner for businesses looking to optimise their operations and leverage

technology for growth.

"We are extremely proud to have developed this comprehensive software suite for BBG," said

Khuram, the CEO of Wisdom IT Solutions. “BBG is a prestigious organisation with a rich history

and a strong reputation, and we are honoured to have been chosen as their technology partner.

The RM system, back office management system, and website are the result of our team's hard

work, dedication, and commitment to delivering innovative solutions. We are confident that this

software suite will streamline BBG's operations, enhance member engagement, and drive their

continued success.”
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